
Computer lab exercise

These exercises are aimed at getting to grips with various elements of the course. You should
aim to build up a commented file of R code as a solution to each exercise. Working in pairs or
groups is a good idea. Some the data are from the gss, pls, gamair and INLA packages.

1. Penalized regression smoothers. This question is about implementing and understand-
ing the piecewise linear smoother introduced in the notes on basis penalty smoothing.

(a) Implement the simple piecewise linear smoother from the notes.

i. The approx function is quite an easy way to evaluate ‘tent’ basis functions, and
hence the columns of a model matrix for a piecewise linear smoother. Write a
function that takes a set of (evenly spaced) knots, a set of x values (at which to
evaluate the smooth), and returns the corresponding model matrix, X.

ii. Use the diff function to write a function to produce the penalty coefficient
matrix S or its square root D.

(b) Fit your smoother to the mcycle data from library(MASS).

(c) Write code to select the smoothing parameter by GCV.

(d) Plot the best fit smooth over the original data.

(e) Extra part for the very speedy: produce confidence intervals for the smooth.

2. mgcv has facilities to automate basis-penalty construction. Try out

library(mgcv);library(MASS)

sm <- smoothCon(s(times,k=20),data=mcycle,knots=NULL)[[1]]

sm$X now contains the model matrix for a smooth of time and sm$S[[1]] is the S matrix.
The mroot function is an easy way of finding matrix square roots. Refit the mcycle data
using this new basis and penalty.

3. The NOX dataframe contains data on NOx output of engines (nox) against ‘equivalence
ratio’ (equi).

(a) Try modelling these data using your piecewise linear smoother, but assuming a
Gamma distribution and log link. You will need to write a simple PIRLS loop to do
this. For Gamma var(yi) = φE(yi)

2. nox is the response here.

(b) Select the appropriate degree of smoothing for the nox model by GCV using the sum
of weighted squared working residuals on the numerator.

4. Data frame ozone contains daily(ish) ozone measurements over Los Angeles (O3, ppm),
along with

vh The height at which the atmospheric pressure is 500mb in metres.

wind the wind speed (reported as miles per hour, but this seems improbable).

humidity (usual % scale).

temp air temperature (Fahrenheit).
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ibh the inversion layer base height in feet.

ibt the inversion base temperature (Fahrenheit).

dpg ‘Dagget air pressure gradient’ (mmhg).

vis visibility in miles.

doy Julian day, where 1 is Jan 1 1976.

The aim is to build a model to explore the relationship between ozone and the other
variables, using gam from the mgcv package.

(a) Use something like pairs(ozone) to look at the data.

(b) Try a model in which O3i ∼ Gaussian, and log(E(03i)) is given by a sum of smooth
functions of each of the predictors. (Don’t forget to type library(mgcv) first).

(c) Check the model residuals. Modify the model accordingly.

(d) Check whether an additive (i.e. identity link) structure might be better than a
multiplicative (log link) structure.

(e) Try simplifying the model.

(f) Check the partial residuals: are the smooths missing pattern or picking up spurious
pattern (i.e. is there evidence of over or under smoothing)?

(g) Interpret the smooth plots for your final model: do they make sense?

Extra part (only if time): The smooth function of doy should arguably be cyclic (i.e.
values and derivatives should match at ‘year ends’). Using the bs="cc" option to s can
achieve this, but to get wrapping at the year end (rather than the data ends) you need to
supply knot locations for doy, which span a full year. To do this you can use the knots

argument to gam: something like knots=list(doy=seq(25,390,length=10)) should do
it (the strange range is because the data span less than a year, but are spread over 2
calender years).

5. This question is about modelling data with seasonality, and the need to be very careful if
trying to extrapolate with GAMs (or any statistical model). The data frame co2s contains
monthly measurements of CO2 at the south pole from January 1957 onwards. The columns
are co2, the month of the year, month, and the cumulative number of months since January
1957, c.month. There are missing co2 observations in some months.

(a) Load the data with library(gamair);data(co2s)

(b) Plot the CO2 observations against cumulative months.

(c) Fit the model, co2i = f(c.monthi) + εi where f is a smooth function and the εi are
i.i.d. with constant variance, using the gam function. Use the cr basis, and a basis
dimension of 300.

(d) Obtain the predicted CO2 for each month of the data, plus 36 months after the end
of the data, as well as associated standard errors. Produce a plot of the predictions
with twice standard error bands. Are the predictions in the last 36 months credible?
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(e) Fit the model co2i = f1(c.monthi) + f2(monthi) + εi where f1 and f2 are smooth
functions, but f2 is cyclic (you will need to use the knots argument of gam to ensure
that f2 wraps appropriately: it’s important to make sure that January is the same
as January, not that December and January are the same!).

(f) Repeat the prediction and plotting in part (c) for the new model. Are the predictions
more credible now? Explain the differences between the new results and those from
part (c).

6. Functional predictors. The gas data contains the octane rating example data from
the notes. Repeat the analysis there, but include more careful checking, and try different
smoothers.

7. Logistic regression, smooth interactions Data frame wesdr contains a subset of data
from a Wisconsin study on development of retinopathy among diabetics. The following
variables are provided:

ret, a binary indicator of development of retinopathy by first follow up of study.

bmi,the body mass index at entry to the study (between 18 and 25 is considered healthy).

dur, the duration of diabetes, in years, at entry.

gly, the percentage of glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1C) in the blood (haemoglobin
to which glucose has bound). 2.5-3.5% is normal for non-diabetics. 6.5% is generally
considered good control for diabetics.

The aim is to model the probability of retinopathy as a function of the other variables.

(a) Use pairs(wesdr) to look at it.

(b) It is not immediately clear what structure for the linear predictor is appropriate. So
in the first instance try all smooth main effects plus two way interactions using ti

terms.

(c) Model checking for binary data is a special case, and the usual GLM residual ap-
proach, won’t work: if you are not familiar with the issues, take a look at the plots
from gam.check and figure out what’s going on here. The partial residual plots also
look odd in the binary case. Binary residual checking is beyond the scope of this
course: see section 5.5 and chapter 2 exercise 2 of Wood (2006) for a bit more.

(d) Once everything seems OK, decide which, if any, interactions are needed.

(e) Produce appropriate plots illustrating the effects in the model.

(f) Using your selected model, predict the increase in probability of retinopathy for an
increase of gly from 10% to 15% for a patient with 10 years of diabetes and a BMI
of 20.

(g) Extra: obtain a 95% CI for the quantity calculated in the last part, by posterior
simulation. You’ll probably need mvnorm from the MASS package, and you may find
logistic<-binomial$linkinv useful.
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8. multivariate additive modelling. The mpg data frame contains data on city.mpg and
hw.mpg (highway mpg) for a number of cars, along with other characteristics. Try using the
mvn family in mgcv to model city and highway mpg as bivariate normal deviates, with means
dependent on an appropriate subset of the covariates (those covariates closely related to
size and engine power, are good starting points, and a random effect for manufacturer is
worth considering).

9. Survival modelling. Try out the example code in ?cox.ph.

10. Mackerel egg data. The following code loads and plots some data from a fish egg survey,
for the purposes of spatial modelling.

library(mgcv);load("mack.rda");load("coast.rda")

## plot data....

with(mack,plot(lon,lat,cex=0.2+egg.dens/150,col="red"))

lines(coast)

ind <- c(1,3,4,5,10,11,16)

pairs(mack[,ind])

(a) Try to find a reasonable additive model for egg.count, based on c.dist, b.depth,
temp.20m, using a thin plate smooth of lon and lat to mop up unmodelled spatial
variability. Use the select=TRUE option to see if some terms can be dropped. A log
link is appropriate, in which case log(net.area) can be used as an offset to account
for the fact that different samples used different net sizes. The tw family might be
useful.

(b) Use the approach in ?choose.k to check your choice of k for the lon, lat smooth.

(c) Try out vis.gam, for a prettier visualization of the lon, lat effect.

(d) In principle, a model where s(lat,lon) is replaced by a smooth function of lat
and c.dist might be better. Try s(lat,c.dist,k=100), and plot the term using
plot(...,select=1,pers=TRUE,theta=-135) . . . notice that the plot is rather ridgy,
in the c.dist direction. Why?

(e) Now try te(lat,c.dist,k=10) or t2(lat,c.dist,k=10), and notice the change in
function shape. - In general tensor product smooths are better than isotropic smooths
for modelling smooth interactions between variables for which the relative scaling is
arbitrary.

(f) What model ends up appearing to be best here?

11. Gaussian Markov Random Fields. First load some data on cancer of the Larynx by
health reporting districts in Germany.

library(mgcv)

load("german.polys.rda") ## load polygons defining German regions ’german.polys’

load("Larynx.rda") ## load Larynx cancer death data ’Larynx’

## Get region "midpoints"....

X <- t(sapply(german.polys,colMeans,na.rm=TRUE))

The data are:
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region code identifying region

E expected number of deaths (according to population and pan German total)

Y number of deaths from Larynx cancer 1986-1990

x measure of smoking rate in region

(a) Try modelling the number of deaths as Poisson, with the log expected count given by
the sum of a Gaussian Markov Random Field over the regions in german.polys, a
smooth of the smoking measure, x, and an offset log(E). Use k=200 for the GMRF.
See mrf.

(b) Check and plot your model.

(c) Try redoing the model, using a TPS of the region “midpoints” for the spatial ef-
fect (k=200 again for consistency). Using predict.gam, polys.plot and plot.gam,
construct a plot equivalent to the MRF model plot, for comparative purposes.

(d) Compare the two model fits: which is preferable?

12. The bateriuria data frame contains data on whether or not patients had bacteria in
their urine, at various times after receiving different treatments. The aim is to model the
probability of infection. Variables are

infect codes 1 for bacteria in urine, 0 for not.

id is patient id

trt is treatment arm

time is time since treatment

(a) Model the infection probability as a smooth function of time, with a random effect
for each patient, and a treatment effect, all using gam.

(b) Investigate whether the time effect should vary with treatment, and whether a random
time slope term would improve the model. Again use gam.

(c) Refit your best fit model using gamm, and gamm4 from the gamm4 package.

(d) Conclusions?

Some very sketchy bibliographic notes

This is really just some useful pointers, rather than anything complete (it’s also clearly massively
unbalanced towards my papers). The earliest use of something like the piecewise linear smoother
seems to be Whittaker (1923). Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) are responsible for inventing the
GAM framework and the software interface. Wahba ’s work on splines and smoothing parameter
estimation heavily influenced the development of the framework presented here (see e.g. Wahba,
1990 and references therein). Gu and Wahba (1991) produced the first multiple smoothing pa-
rameter estimation method, with Wood (2000) producing an equivalent for penalized regression
splines, eventually refining the methods until the rather stable method of Wood (2011). Reiss
and Ogden (2009) provide a particularly interesting comparison of likelihood and prediction
error approaches to smoothness selection. The idea of penalized regression splines goes back
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to Wahba (1980), but was given renewed impetus by Eilers and Marx (1996, 1998) invention
of P-splines, the sparseness of which greatly facilitated the development of Bayesian simula-
tion approaches to GAMs exemplified by Fahrmeir et al. (2004). The link between smoothing
and mixed models goes back to Kimeldorf and Wahba (1970), with the Bayesian presentation
used here being essentially that of Silverman (1985). Ruppert, Wand and Carrol’s (2003) book
brought the idea of estimating smooth models as mixed models to wide attention. Duchon
(1977) is the rather intense origin of thin plate splines and more, while Wood (2003) discusses
their low rank eigen-approximation. Tensor product smoothing started in the smoothing spline
literature. See Wood (2006) and Wood, Scheipl and Faraway (2012) for general treatments of
the penalized regression spline equivalents (and references to other work on these). Finite area
smoothing is discussed in Wood, Bravington and Hedley (2008). Bayesian Confidence intervals
for model terms were first proposed in Wahba (1983). Nychka (1988) and Marra and Wood
(2011) explain why they have good frequentist properties. Tests useful for smooth terms are
compared in Scheipl (2008), while Wood (2013) derives usable p-values for smooth terms based
on inversion of the Bayesian confidence intervals. For functional data analysis see in particular
Marx and Eilers (1999) and Ramsay and Silverman (2005).
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